Connected Chemistry
Gas Laws Unit
Lesson 3: Pressure
Student’s Lesson at a Glance
Lesson Summary
This lesson contains six activities. Students begin their exploration of pressure through
the exploration of how air pressure affects weather patterns and conditions. Following a
teacher demonstration of the simulation, students add more gas molecules to discover
the relationship between the number of wall collisions and pressure. In the next activity,
teachers will introduce students to how pressure is calculated regarding force and surface
area. Students calculate pressure exerted by different shoes. Students explore Dalton’s
Law of Partial Pressure. Using knowledge gained from the simulation, students derive
how partial pressure is calculated. Finally, students analyze two real-world scenarios
of pressure and make a conclusion based on their prior knowledge of pressure.
SWBAT (Student will be able to)
•

Identify the SI units for force, pressure and area

•

Generate the equation for pressure and use this equation to perform calculations

•

Calculate the total pressure of a mixture of gas using Dalton’s Law of Partial Pressure

•

Understand how pressure is measured

Essential Vocabulary
Keep a list of all important words from this lesson. This list, in addition to
the lists from other lessons, will make studying easier and improve scientific
communication skills. The essential vocabulary from the unit is in bold.
Additional words that will expand your scientific vocabulary are in italics.
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CCC Reminder
•

In the gas laws, there are two common mathematical relationships that exist.

•

The first relationship is a direct relationship. When the independent variable
increases, the dependent variable also increases proportionally. When the
independent variable decreases, the dependent variable decreases proportionally.

•

The second relationship is an inverse or indirect relationship. When the
independent variable increases, the dependent variable decreases. When the independent
variable decreases, the dependent variable increases.

•

Make sure to write out all calculations and include units so you can easily check your
work.

•

In this book, pressure is measured in units called kilopascals (kPa). Volume is measured in
liters (L). Temperature for all gas laws equations must be in Kelvin (K).

•

If you need to convert °C into Kelvin, the formula is Kelvin = °Celsius + 273.

Notes

Homework

Upcoming Quizzes/ Tests
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Activity 1: Connecting
1. How do you think pressure and molecules are related?

Go outside on a windy day; you
might find yourself being pushed
around by an invisible force.
Wind is caused by air moving from
an area of high pressure to an area
of low pressure. Meteorologists use
a weather map to help explain the
weather. On the map are big H’s and
L’s, representing areas of high (H)
and low (L) air pressure which cause
changes in the wind and weather.

H
L

H
L

H

L

L

Air pressure is the force exerted
on an object by all the air molecules
surrounding it. The more molecules
present, the greater the pressure
on an object. Conversely, fewer molecules equal less pressure on an object. This is also why
pressure changes with altitude; the higher you are, the fewer molecules exist in the area.
Pressure is measured using an instrument called a barometer. The normal range of air pressure
on earth is between 980 to 1050 mbar (millibars). In the simulations, you have seen pressure in
kilopascals (kPa). The table below provides conversions to help you see the relationship between
this reading and your simulations.
A low pressure system is an area where the
atmospheric pressure is lower than the surrounding
mbar
kPa
area. Low pressure systems can generate high winds
950
95
as air moves from a high-pressure area to a low980
98
pressure area. As the winds blow, warm air rises;

this causes clouds and precipitation to form,
1000
100
such as thunderstorms and tornadoes. A high1050
105
pressure system is an area where the atmospheric
pressure is greater than the surrounding area.
Conversion: 1 kPa = 10 mbar
These locations tend to experience clear skies
and calm weather. No cloud protection can result in extreme high and low temperatures.
Gases play a major role in the Earth’s climate. Scientists study the pressure exerted by
gases to better predict the changes in weather and to prepare for natural disasters.
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1. Using the barometer in the picture, what would you expect the weather outside to be at 980 mbar?

2. What would you expect the weather outside to be
at 1050 mbar?

3. The relationship between moles
of air molecules and pressure is:
inversely proportional or directly proportional
(Circle one and please explain why this statement is
true.)

4. The air on top of a mountain is said to be “thin.” Do you think this means more molecules or less molecules?

Support your answer.

5. Would the “thin” air on top of a mountain be at a low or high pressure, based on your answer to the
previous question? Support your answer.

6. The inner ear is an air pressure regulator, which helps you to maintain balance and transmit sound.
How does air pressure affect the inner ear while flying or driving through the mountains?
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7. Based on your answer for the previous three questions, the relationship between altitude and pressure is
inversely proportional or directly proportional. (Circle one and please explain why this statement is true.)

Activity 2: Teacher Demonstration
Your teacher will take the cap off a syringe and pull the plunger out of the syringe. Your
teacher will then drop a mini marshmallow into the syringe, push the plunger into the syringe
until the plunger barely touches the marshmallow, then replace the cap. If there is no cap the
teacher will use his or her thumb to plug the tip. Your teacher will then pull the plunger out.
8. What happened to the marshmallow?

Your teacher will then push the plunger in.
9. What happened to the marshmallow when the plunger was pushed back in?

10. What variables do you think are represented in the demonstration? How did the variables change?

Support your claim with evidence.

11. What do you think the relationship between the variables is? Support your claim with evidence.

12. What external conditions could effect the results of the demonstration?
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13. How do you think this demonstration helps to explain shaving cream behavior?

Activity 3: Student Exploration and Simulations of Pressure
On the side of an average car tire, a label reads 35 psi.
This number indicates that the ideal pressure inside the
tire should be 35 pounds per square inch (psi). The
pressure of a system is caused by gas molecules hitting
the side of a container. Air pressure, in a closed container
like a tire, is related to the force generated by a given
quantity of gas molecules hitting the container’s walls. A
single gas molecule has very little mass and will not hit
the container’s walls with much force. If there are not
enough molecules in the container, they will not hit the
walls at the same time. However, when there are enough
molecules in a container, a large group of molecules can
exert significant force on the walls. Pressure,
represented by the symbol P, is the effect of the force of
many gas molecules' collisions applied to a specific
surface area.
14. What do you expect to happen to pressure if molecules have more collisions with the wall of the tire? Why?

15. If a tire is fully inflated, explain what is happening with regard to the quantity and velocity of the gas molecules?

16. How are the quantity and velocity of gas molecules connected with pressure?
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Simulation: Continue to use Simulation 3, Set 1
In the simulation, add five gas molecules. Record collisions
and pressure from the monitors. Record collisions and
pressure from the monitors after five seconds.
17. In your small group, continue adding 5 molecules at a time for four more unique trials. Record the
number of gas molecules, collisions and pressure after five seconds from the monitors in the table below.

Trial #

Number of gas
molecules

1

5

2

10

3

15

4

20

5

25

Avg # of collisions
after 5 sec

Pressure (kPa)

18. On the two graphs provided, graph the number of collisions vs. the pressure and the number of gas
molecules vs. the pressure. Make sure to label units on your graphs.

Collisions/Pressure

Molecules/Pressure
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19. Considering your data from the simulation, describe the relationship between the number of collisions
and pressure.

20. When gas molecules hit the wall of the container, what happens to their velocities? Explain.

21. While observing the simulation, collisions between gas molecules and the walls of the container are
elastic. Using the terms velocity and kinetic energy, explain what “elastic” means.

22. If a tire gets “low,” what does this indicate about the pressure inside the tire?

23. What does the low pressure of the system indicate about the moles of molecules?

24. What does low pressure indicate about the velocity of the molecules?
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Activity 4: Calculating Pressure
25. When standing in line, it is easy to have your foot stepped
on accidentally by the person in front of you. Would it be
worse to be stepped on by a 180 pound man wearing
work boots with broad heels, or a 125 pound woman
wearing pumps with stiletto heels? Explain your choice.

Pressure is force applied to a certain area. Like other
measurements in science, such as temperature,
pressure can be measured in several different ways. Pressure can be measured in kilopascals (kPa),
atmospheres (atm), or pounds per square inch (psi). The formula used to calculate pressure is:
Pressure (psi) =

Force (lbs.)
Area (in2)

or

P=

F
A

All matter near the surface of the Earth is attracted downward because of the great mass of the
planet. Gravity is the force of attraction between the masses of all types of matter. Air molecules
are composed of matter; therefore, air is also pulled by gravity. The air that is pulled down by the
gravity of the Earth exerts a force on everything that the gas molecules collide with.
How much air pressure is exerted on your
body? Calculating the amount of pressure on
every inch of your body would be difficult
without exact measures. Consider instead
a 10 inch by 10 inch section of your back.
At sea level the air pressure is 15 psi.
•

First calculate the area:
length × width = area
10 in × 10 in = 100 in2.

•

Second, by substituting values into
the formula, we know that:
15 psi =

F
100 in2
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Substitute values from word problem and solve for F
F = 1500 lb

This means that 1500 pounds are pressing on that section of your back; the pressure
inside our body is about the same as the pressure outside. The net difference
between the pressure is zero (Khounsary, 2009). If there were no air inside your
body to push back, the total air pressure on your body would crush you!
Let’s return to the scenario of someone stepping on your foot. You can determine
the pressure exerted by either person with the same equation. The shoe heel of the
125-pound person is 1 in2. The heel of the 180-pound person’s boot is 12 in2.
26. From this information, calculate the pressure exerted on your foot. Based on your calculations, explain
who you would rather have step on your foot.
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Activity 5: Dalton’s Law of Partial Pressure
Simulation: Use Simulation 4, Set 1.
In the previous simulations of this unit, only one gas has been
examined at a time. Dalton’s Law uses a combination of gases.
Keep the temperature and the volume of the container constant for
each trial.
Run the simulation for each gas individually. Collect data from the simulation’s monitors. After
you have recorded data for each individual gas, run the simulation with the combinations as
outlined in the trials below. Finally, answer the analysis questions.

Trial

Data

Helium

Oxygen

Chlorine

Carbon
Dioxide

Combined
Gases

Temperature
1

Pressure
Volume of
container
Temperature

2

Pressure
Volume of
container
Temperature

3

Pressure
Volume of
container

27. Based on the trials you completed, how is combined pressure calculated?
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28. Considering the combined gases' behavior, how is the change in pressure explained?

29. If the volume of the container is fixed, could you combine an unlimited number of gases? Support

your claim with evidence.

Lesson Reflection Question
30. Based on what you have learned in the lesson, how has your definition of pressure changed?

Activity 6: Teacher Facilitated Discussion
A person is given a hammer and a very dull axe, both of which have the
same weight. These tools are used to try to crack a log in half.
31. Explain what tool would be best for the job using the terms pressure, force, and area to support your
selection. Be prepared to discuss your answer aloud.

A designer of race cars knows that fast-moving air creates an area of low
pressure. To make cars go faster, the bodies of cars are made of extremely
lightweight materials and utilize tail fins to direct air flow.
The tail fin on a race car provides downward pressure when the car travels forwards.
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32. From the two choices below, with all other qualities held equal, which car would win a race? Circle one

of the scenarios below. Support your selection with evidence, and be prepared to share your answer
aloud.
A car with a tail fin creating
high pressure above and
low pressure below.
or
A car with a tail fin creating
low pressure above and
high pressure below.

Rear Downforce

Front Lift
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